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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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By Jeremy Pelzer
Student government editor
Many Eastern students are happy to see the
Panther Express resume service to almost two
dozen on and off-campus locations last week,
while others grumble about the revised bus
schedule.
“It’s good that it started back up because it
takes people back to Wal-Mart who don’t have a
car,” said Utopia Pope, a freshman computer
graphics design major.
“It’s an opportunity for students to get rides to
places they normally don’t have rides to,” said
Donna Turner, a sophomore family services
major, who said she was “glad” to see the bus
running again.
“It’s good, because a lot of people drink
underage — that’s a fact,” said Alex White, a
freshman computer management major. “For
people who are intoxicated, they shouldn’t have
to walk or drive. If you have a shuttle bus, it can
protect them from the weather and help other
people on the road.”
The Panther Express was shut down on
March 9 when H&H Transportation of
Charleston and the university mutually agreed to
cancel the company’s contract to run two shuttle
buses. 
H & H resumed service March 22 after it and
the university agreed on a new contract that will
run a single bus through the end of the school
year.  
Because only one bus runs now, there will be
a longer wait between buses, said Adam
Weyhaupt, speaker of the Student Senate.
Panther Express resumes service
with mixed feelings from students
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
Eastern President Carol Surles returned to
campus Monday after a four-month sick
leave for breast cancer treatment. 
Since Dec. 1 Surles has been residing in
Florida to begin a chemical program and to
continue physical therapy.
Phone calls to Surles’ office went unre-
turned Monday. 
Surles was diagnosed with breast cancer
in early September and underwent surgery
Sept. 18. Because of an early detection of the
breast cancer, the prognosis has been good. 
“I came back right after the surgery, and
the surgeon said it probably wasn’t the best
thing to do, but I wanted to get back to finish
the (faculty) contract,” Surles previously said.
“I don’t ever stop.”
Surles was scheduled
to return on Feb. 28, but
her leave was extended
to Monday by the Board
of Trustees at their Feb.
23 executive committee
meeting. 
“I appreciate the
Board’s kindness and
support during this rather
awkward juncture in my career,” Surles said
after receiving the extension. 
Surles said the extension would allow her
to visit the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center in
Houston, Texas to obtain comprehensive and
coordinated evaluation and further treatment.
By Michelle Jones
Assoc. news editor
The Students First Party wants to win students’
votes on election day and rule the Student Senate, so
it can continue to keep students first in Student
Government and implement more programs.
Running for the Students First
Party are Hugh O’Hara, for stu-
dent body president, Jessica
Catto for vice president for acad-
emic affairs, Jen Fanthrope for
vice president for financial
affairs, Marty Ruhaak for vice
president for public affairs and
Yve Williams for vice president
for student affairs.
The name “Students First”
derived from the desire to keep
students first in all decisions of the university,
O’Hara said.
His party has several goals, including working for
frozen tuition for all new students, implementing a
CARPOOL program, establishing co-curricular tran-
scripts, offering an incentives program to
Recognized Student Organizations and strengthening
the relationship between the university and the city.
The frozen tuition system would freeze students’
tuition, so the price they paid the first year they
attended Eastern would remain the same all four
years, O’Hara said.
Students
First Party
announces
candidates
Surles back on campus after 
four month leave of absence
Carol Surles
Sara Figiel / Photo editor
Dancin’ the night away
The EIU dancers entertained an audience of all ages during a special performance put on in honor of women’s history and awareness week
called “Women in Dance”. Linda Diprospero, a sophomore special education major, and Katie Cornelius, a junior  elementary education
major, performed a dance choreographed by them on Monday night in the Grand ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
See MIXED Page 7
Hugh O’Hara
See SURLES Page 7
See CANDIDATES Page 7
External Relations Chair
will run for student body
president in April elections
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Minor consumption
of alcohol
n Gregory J. Strange, 20, of the 900
block of Fourth Street, was cited at
2:30 a.m. March 20 at the same
address for minor consumption of
alcohol, a police report stated.
n Lindsay Dunagan, 20, of the 900
block of Fourth Street, was cited at
2:30 a.m. March 20 at the same
address for minor consumption of
alcohol, a police report stated.
n  Daniel Pearcy, 18, of the 900
block of C Street, was cited at 1:24
a.m. March 12 at the 2000 block of
20th Street for possession of drug
paraphernalia, alcoholic liquor by a
minor and consumption of alcohol, a
police report stated.
blotter
police
University Board seeks 
students to fill positions
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor
The University Board is enlist-
ing students to help out on campus
by taking a position on the board.
Positions and areas that are
available include coordinators, pro-
ductions, movies and public rela-
tions, said University Board chair
Devin Dittrich.
Those interested in a coordina-
tors position are required to put in
one weekly adviser meeting, one
weekly University Board meeting,
three office hours a week and one
committee meeting a week, Dittrich
said.
Those students interested in pro-
ductions receive a semesterly
tuition waiver and must be knowl-
edgeable with sound and lighting
equipment. 
The person must provide techni-
cal support for all University Board
events and is responsible for stag-
ing professional performers includ-
ing bands and comedians, Dittrich
said.
The movies/videos position
requires the scheduling of current
and classical videos in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
walkway. 
The coordinator also is responsi-
ble for the showing of recent
movies on campus, Dittrich said.
The public relations position
requires a student to be responsible
for overall coordination of media
and public relations campaigns for
over 30 University Board programs
and events, Dittrich said. 
The public relations person must
create a Web site for University
Board along with a newsletter, cal-
endar, displays and a scrapbook.
The public relations coordinator
must also act as a liaison to five major
Recognized Student Organizations
and develop press release guidelines,
information and materials for all
University Board events to local and
regional media sources. 
This coordinator also is required
to hold a volunteer position, Dittrich
said.
Elections for these positions are
today at 7 p.m. Those interested in
applying can pick up applications
in the Student Activities Center, and
the applications are due by 4 p.m. in
the University Chair mailbox No. 1
SAC. Students with any questions
can contact Dittrich at 581-7675 or
581-5117.
n 6-6:45 p.m., and 7-7:45 p.m., Raptor Show,
University Ballroom, Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
n 8:30-11:30 p.m., Campus Perk’s Open Mic
Night, 7th Street Underground, Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
n 6 p.m., “One Woman, One Vote,” Women’s
Resource Center, Basement, Stevenson Hall.
n 4 p.m., “Fast Food Women” movie,
Women’s Resource Center, Basement,
Stevenson Hall.
n 7 p.m., “Creative Dating,” Grand Ballroom,
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
n 7:30 p.m., “Easy Money-Hard Consequences,
Credit and Your Future,” Charleston/Mattoon
Room, Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
n 7 p.m., “Tools for Success for Working
Women: Personal Experiences,” Effingham
Room, Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
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tap?
Adriene Weller / Senior photographer
Tickling the ivories
Cassie Howard, a freshman English major, watches Joy Rice, a freshman business major, play carol of the bells on
Monday afternoon in the Pemberton Hall lobby.
ThursdayWednesdayToday
Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to spe-
cific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.
An article in Friday’s edition of
The Daily Eastern News misquot-
ed Clancy Pfeiffer.
Pfeiffer has been going to stu-
dents organizations, such as frater-
nities and sororities to recruit vot-
ers.
Another article in the same edi-
tion had statements attributed to
the wrong person. All comments
attributed to senate member Hugh
O’Hara were actually should have
been attributed to senate member
Marty Ruhaak.
The News regrets the errors.
Correction
Campus
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Extended Hrs.
MWF 11-1, 2-4
T 2-3p  R 2-4p
715 Grant #101Q u e s t i o n s  c a l l
Lindsey 348-1479
APARTMENTS MUST GO!
Now Offering Lower Prices
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
NOW OFFERING SIGNING INCENTIVES
DISCOUNTS, VCR’S, MICROWAVES, GRILLS, $ BACK
FACILITIES INCLUDE
*  CENTRAL AC *  FULLY FURNISHED APT.
*  BALCONIES *  PARKING
*  LAUNDRY *  FREE TRASH
LEAVE A MESSAGE
GET RESUL TS......
ADVERTISE!I !
P o o l  
Tournament 7 p m
EUCHRE
T o u r n a m e n t 8 p m
CA$H
PRiZES
Tuesday
Capt. Morgan’s $2.00
Jaeger Shots $2.25
Domestic Drafts $1.25
Professors are honored for their projects, research work
By Erika Larson 
Staff writer
Two members of the Communication
Disorders and Sciences faculty at Eastern
were recently named co-recipients of the
Illinois Clinical Achievement Award for
their efforts on a series of research projects.
Professors Rebecca Throneburg and
Lynn Calvert received the award for their
projects involving speech pathology in area
elementary schools.
Following a reception in their honor, the
award was presented by the Illinois
Speech-Language-Hearing Association at a
banquet during the ISHA Annual
Convention in Arlington Park last month.
Throneburg said one of the projects she
and Calvert teamed up together on began
over three years ago and aimed to study
how much students with communication
disorders learn when they have the tradi-
tional teaching in separate speech rooms
compared to how much they learn in class-
room-based teaching, she said.
The problem with the traditional teach-
ing methods is that students with commu-
nication disorders are not aware of what is
going on in the classroom, Throneburg
said.  
“It’s hard to integrate these students
back into the classroom setting,” she said.
Throneburg said it is harder for students
with communication disorders to get their
practice in while they are in the classroom,
but it is more functional to get teachers and
other students more aware of speech and
language so they can help.
Calvert said their goals in this project
were to determine what type of service
delivery best serves students, classroom
teachers and speech pathologists and also
to involve undergraduates and graduates in
clinical research.
Three masters students at Eastern are
involved with the ongoing project. Shara
Barlage is looking at the curricular narra-
tive skill process, Pam Davidson is working
at speech sound errors and articulation
skills and Courtney Benefiel is counting
the exact amount of practice students get in
both settings, Throneburg said.
The inspiration for the project came
about from Calvert’s 10 years of experi-
ence as a speech pathologist before she
became faculty at Eastern, Throneburg
said.  
“She had a gut instinct that there may
be a different way of going about teaching
students with communication disorders,
but it had never been tested,” Throneburg
said.
Throneburg said those involved with the
project worked primarily with Pam Paul at
Carl Sandburg Elementary. They also did
research at Windsor Elementary with
Janice Altholff and at St. Joseph
Elementary with Myra Tosh and Melissa
Bigger.
Calvert said she and Throneburg were
shocked when they won the award. 
“We didn’t even know we were going to
be nominated. It was a pleasant surprise,”
Calvert said. “We were excited. It was an
extra, added bonus to what we were
doing.”
Throneburg said they were very hon-
ored. 
Calvert and Throneburg also will be
nominated for the DiCarlo Award, which is
awarded by the American Speech-
Language-Hearing Association. This
award is presented to individuals who have
advanced the knowledge in clinical prac-
tice in the field of speech-language pathol-
By Robin Augsburg
Staff writer
Forgiveness is a process that takes time,
and it is a choice that a person needs to
make because it doesn’t just happen on its
own, said Karola Alford, assistant profes-
sor in the Counseling Center 
Alford sought to show Eastern students
how to focus their lives on forgiveness and
try to use friendship to build better times at
a workshop titled “Planting Seeds of
Forgiveness” in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Monday night. 
Alford said forgiveness “is a gift” to
both the person receiving forgiveness and
the person giving it. However, it is not an
easy gift. Members of the audience said it
was hard to forgive people for cheating,
violence, gossip and lying.  
Alford said one of the hardest things
with these and other offenses is to forgive
those people who caused hurt and to be
able to trust others after being hurt.     
She gave the audience five steps to help
them in the process of forgiveness.
She also said the most important step is
one that asks the person to understand why
someone hurt them. It could be that there
was something from the person’s past that
led them to their hurtful behavior, Alford
said.
As a way to demonstrate the beginning
of the forgiveness process, the audience
was asked to think about someone they
would like to forgive and then imagine
what they would like to say to that person.
Alford also said writing letters, usually
unsent, is a way to begin the forgiveness
process.  
Alford also had a list of things to
remember about forgiveness. 
Among the list she told the group, “No
close friendship or intimate relationship
has ever existed without some degree of
pain. We are all flawed. Remember times
when you were in the wrong and needed
forgiveness.”
Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Karola Alford, an assistant professor in the Counseling Center, explained the importance of forgiv-
ing someone after being hurt, even though it may be hard. She spoke on Monday night in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Workshop teaches students how to forgive
Forgiveness ‘a gift,’ a process that takes time and will help build better friendships
We didn’t even know we were going
to be nominated. It was a pleasant
suprise.
Lynn Calvert,
Co-recipient of the Illinois
Clinical Achievement Award
“
”
No close friendship or intimate rela-
tionship has ever existed without
some degree of pain.
Karola Alford,
assistant professor
in the Counseling Center
“
”
Confrontation with RA
leaves bad memories
I was shocked and speechless when
Charlotte Doan, a Stevenson Hall RA,
unfairly charged me a $25 fine for an
improper checkout in the spring 2000.
Unfortunately, there were circum-
stances that caused me to check out
later than I initially signed up for. I had
the flu at the time, so I took Nyquil,
which made me drowsy. Then, at the
last moment, my American host-father
called me and said that, because of an
emergency, he couldn’t come and and
help me pack and leave.
At the time I was ready to check
out, which was later than I initially
signed up for, I explained my situation
to Charlotte, hoping she would under-
stand the uncertainty of an internation-
al student in the United States.
I was stunned and insulted when
Charlotte charged me a $25 fine for an
improper checkout. The very next day
I went to the Housing Office and
explained the situation, and the fine
was lifted.
A year later Charlotte found out I
was forgiven and the fine was lifted. It
was beyond any ethical boundaries
when I found out later that she had the
fine reimposed. I was also surprised by
resident director Karl Aldrich’s unwill-
ingness to resolve the problem.
I love Eastern for everything that it
gave me: great education, fun memo-
ries and lots of friends. But I will never
forget my experience with the RA in
Stevenson Hall.
Andrey Alexandrov
Senior finance major
Today’s quote
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  a l t h o n @ e i u . e d u
“
”
Never mistake motion for action.
Ernest Hemingway
author, 1899-1961
Nearly every day there isa new story about ran-dom violence. Fromsmall spats at sporting
events to the more serious and
tragic school shootings, rage
seems to be the new way people
choose to deal with their prob-
lems.
We even have catchy new
names for these incidents. Road
rage, air rage, desk rage and
school rage are just some of the
terms that have been invented for people who go out of con-
trol.
No government agency keeps track of these violent out-
bursts, but by piecing together other statistics, we can see the
pattern. Just in 1999 alone, 645 people were killed on the job
in the United States, according to a Chicago Tribune article.
The same article stated that in the early 1990s, the average
annual number of violent incidents reported between drivers in
the United States increased 51 percent, to more than 2,000.
The good news is that the number of incidents in schools
and in the workplace are actually decreasing. However, this is
probably because of added security rather than an actual
decrease in the number of people dealing with problems this
way.
So why do people find it acceptable to solve their problems
by yelling at others on the road or bringing a gun into their
office? One explanation is stress. We obviously live in a faster-
paced society where everyone has more to do and more dead-
lines to meet.
“There’s an increased level of stress in society. People seem
to be closer to going off the edge,” said David Onestak, direc-
tor of Eastern’s Counseling Center.
Another explanation is that there’s greater anonymity in our
society, Onestak said. Twenty or 30 years ago, many people
lived in the same place their entire lives and everyone knew
each other. There were social consequences for irrational
behavior. Now, most people move
many times during their lives and
live in more populated areas,
making it impossible to know
everyone. So when you flip off
the person in the car who cut you
off on I-294, there are no conse-
quences because the person is a
complete stranger and you will
never see them again.
“People really don’t have con-
nections the way you used to,”
Onestak said.
One more possible explanation: the fact that we accept it.
We see the stories in the newspaper and on television so often
that we are no longer outraged by them. We are starting to see
this almost as a normal and acceptable response to our frustra-
tions.
Maybe we would have better luck if we went back to tradi-
tional ways of dealing with problems. Be respectful, be kind
and considerate and have a little bit of forgiveness for the peo-
ple who annoy us throughout the day.
“A little dose of forgiveness might be ... more helpful,” he
said.
Children take social cues from parents. As they sit in the
back seat of the car when a parent is screaming at a fellow dri-
ver, they learn to use anger to deal with problems. A parent
can tell a child all day long that fighting doesn’t solve prob-
lems, but what good does this do when the parent fights their
own battles with anger and rage?
“I really think a lot of it comes down to good parenting,”
Onestak said.
It sounds like a simple solution for a complicated problem.
But maybe it’s time to try the simple solution, since all the
analysis and discussions don’t seem to be doing any good.
Violence is a dilemma with no answer
“We see the stories
in the newspaper
and on television
so often that we
are no longer
outraged by them.”Amy Thon
Editor in chief
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Amy Thon is a senior journalism major and a semi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
althon@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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All of us attending school here at Eastern like tothink we’re adults. We like to think we’re finallyout on our own, where we have to deal with all ofthe emotional, social and financial crises that
inhabit the real world.
Until we’re running low on pocket money and have to hit
up mom or dad for $20.
This doesn’t apply to everyone, but it certainly is true for
a huge majority of students here and at every other universi-
ty. All of us are largely dependent on our parents one way or
another, whether they pay for tuition, fund our extracurricu-
lar activities or give us a
place to stay during semester
break.
That’s why Student
Senate’s recommendation
that the university stop noti-
fying the parents of students
18 years of age or older about disciplinary actions taken
against their son or daughter is unreasonable.
The current policy states that anyone under the age of 21
will have their parents notified if they are disciplined.
Senate members’ argument that students 18 and older are
legally adults, and therefore, technically, have no guardian
that needs to be notified, has a grain of truth. Yes, we are
legally adults, and yes, we’re expected to make adult deci-
sions and generally behave differently than eighth-graders.
But for the most part, we are still wholly dependent on
our parents. Very few of us could leave school right now and
walk into our own lives without any assistance from our
folks. As a matter of fact, very few of us would be here
without any assistance from our folks.
Our parents still file us as “dependents” on their income
taxes. They still have us included on their medical and auto
insurance. And we still have bedrooms at home.
So why is it so much of a stretch to believe that they
deserve to know if we screwed up?
Senate member Hugh O’Hara said Eastern doesn’t have
the man-hours to notify parents of every student that gets
disciplined, but Senate Speaker Adam Weyhaupt said notifi-
cation is only for students who are suspended or expelled.
Are there really that many students being suspended and
expelled? Highly doubtful.
This idea has come up before, and has been shot down
before, for much of the same reasons. No significant prob-
lems have cropped up with the current policy, and it does not
need changing.
Tattle
tales
Parental notification
The parents of students under
21 should be notified if their
child is disciplined, contrary to
the Student Senate’s proposal.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
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7th Street Underground
Bring your
talent,
bring your 
friends.
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor
Mayor Dan Cougill said Tuesday that Eastern
refused to provide electricity for the new flashing
pedestrian light set to be installed on Fourth
Street, claiming it was not possible.
“Someone from our staff approached the uni-
versity,” Cougill said. “We were advised it was
not doable.”
Cougill said his staff spoke with Eastern about
the possibility of tapping into their electricity
through a nearby building or residence hall.
Without being able to use the university’s
power, the Fourth Street location will require the
installation of a new transformer in order to ignite
electricity in the flashing light, Cougill said.
“It will make it a little more expensive,” he
said. 
Cougill said despite the fact that Eastern will
not allow the city to tap into their electricity, they
plan on taking care of the light themselves.
“We plan to press on doing it ourselves,” he
said.
However, university employees of the
Physical Plant denied ever being approached by
Charleston city officials on the matter.
Gary Reed, superintendent of utilities for the
plant, said when the drilling was done around the
area, no city staff member asked about the power.
“They never approached us, to my knowl-
edge,” Reed said.  
He said the electrical plans concerning the
light had been determined prior to the city mak-
ing any progress on the light.
“They had already figured out about where
they were going to get their power from,” Reed
said. “It was already predetermined that they
were going to use AmerenCIPS power lines.”
Carol Strode, interim director of facilities and
management, agreed with Reed. 
She said the city never asked Eastern any ques-
tions involving the electricity of the flashing light.
“The only questions I am aware of that the
city asked were concerning the confirmation of
the location of crosswalks to be protected and
whether we had underground utilities to mark
before boring the holes for the signs,” Strode said.
Tim Fox, spokesman for AmerenCIPS media
relations said the company was not involved in
negotiations between Eastern and the city con-
cerning the flashing light.
Fox could confirm that the city has been in
contact with the company on this matter.
“We were contacted by the city and we will
provide a rate,” Fox said. “We have always been
working with the city on this.”
He said from the company’s standpoint the
flashing light is on city property so the city is
paying.
“The city is running electricity underground,”
Fox said. “We are just putting the city on a rate.”
City claims Eastern refused to provide electricity for flashing light
By Joseph Ryan
Administration editor
The University Professionals
of Illinois, Eastern’s faculty
union, will be hosting a meeting
Wednesday to discuss distance
learning.
“We will be giving a presenta-
tion on distance learning and then
opening the floor to questions
and comments,” said David
Radavich, president of Eastern’s
chapter of UPI. “We will also talk
about whatever concerns or
issues people may want to dis-
cuss.”
Charles Delman, associate
professor of mathematics, is
scheduled to deliver the presenta-
tion on UPI’s distance learning
task force.
Radavich said the meeting is
only open to faculty and academ-
ic support staff, also described as
“bargaining unit members”.
The meeting will begin at 4
p.m. at Buzzard Hall in the facul-
ty lounge Room 2504.
Distance learning has experi-
enced rapid growth at Eastern
over the past year and recent ini-
tiatives preclude that it will con-
tinue to grow. 
This semester the Technology
Enhanced and Delivered
Education steering committee
headed by Robert Augustine,
dean of the graduate school, dis-
tributed technology grants worth
over $286,000 to faculty mem-
bers for incorporating technolo-
gy into the classroom and devel-
oping online courses and pro-
grams. 
In addition, the committee is
currently reviewing administra-
tive models to be applied for the
administration of technology at
Eastern.
Adriene Weller/ senior photographer
Shootin’ hoops
Josh Duncan, a junior computer science major, plays a round of Hoopshot! after his workout Monday afternoon in the
Student Rec Center. His final score was 36.
UPI to discuss distance learning
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FREE 6” SUB
when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or 
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 4/26/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln  Charleston, IL  345-7827
ADVERTISE!!!
ADVERTISE!!!
By Amber Williams
City editor
Construction of a new strip mall to be built
directly west of the Charleston Wal-Mart
Supercenter will begin this week and should
be completed by August or September.
The mall has space for 10 or 11 stores,
depending on their size, and already has a few
stores signed on, said Russell L.
Waldschmidt, president of Wald/Land
Corporation. 
Judy’s Hallmark, Maurices and H & R
Block will move from their current location
in West Park Plaza to the strip mall. Other
businesses planned to move in are Hibbett’s
Sporting Goods, Advance America, Dollar
Tree and the hair salon Greek Clips.
All of the businesses signed a three to five
year lease, Waldschmidt said.
The strip mall is expected to be successful
because of how well the Wal-Mart
Supercenter is doing at that same location.
“Wal-Mart is doing very well, as expect-
ed,” Waldschmidt said.
Wald/Land Corporation, which is based in
Peoria, brought Wal-Mart Supercenter to
Charleston last year and Waldschmidt said he
thought more stores would do well in the
Wal-Mart Supercenter area.
“We find that Wal-Mart generates the type
of traffic that businesses find attractive,”
Waldschmidt said.
In the past it has been difficult to find
businesses to come into Charleston because
Mattoon businesses consider Charleston to be
a part of their market area. However, after the
success of Wal-Mart, more businesses are
looking at Charleston as an option,
Waldschmidt said.
Wald/Land Corporation is still looking for
businesses to fill its vacant spots, and has
been talking to both locally-owned business
and larger chains. Depending on the type of
food, Waldschmidt said that he would consid-
er adding a restaurant to the strip mall.
“We expect more tenants in the near
future,” Waldschmidt said.
Strip mall to be built near Wal-Mart Supercenter
Four charged in killing of teacher
CHICAGO (AP) – Four people –
including the victim’s stepdaughter –
were charged Monday with kidnap-
ping and killing a high school
teacher in retaliation for the theft of a
large amount of drugs and money,
police said.
The fatal shooting of Wardella
Winchester, 56, last week has been
tied to the Jan. 25 theft of the drugs
and money from a drug dealer,
Calumet Area Police Cmdr. Walter
Green said Monday.
He also said the stepdaughter
allegedly took part in both the bur-
glary and the kidnapping and killing.
“This is retribution by the drug
dealers for the theft of a huge amount
of drugs and money,” Green said.
Kidnapping and murder charges
were filed against Charles
Washington, 37, Mark Prude, 35,
Brandon Cordell, 23, and the step-
daughter, Dyanna Winchester, 19.
Police said one other person was in
custody and could be charged later.
Green said Washington, a con-
victed drug dealer whose suburban
Richton Park apartment had been
burglarized, was the mastermind of
the kidnapping.
Published reports said that
between 30 and 40 kilograms of
cocaine — valued as high was
$650,000 — and more than
$100,000 in cash was taken in the
burglary.
Large sums of money were found
in Winchester family bank accounts
and safe deposit boxes in Chicago
and Alabama, police said. Green
would not say whether police sus-
pect Wardella Winchester had any
role in the theft of drugs and money.
“We are treating her (only) as a
victim of a vicious homicide,” he
said.
On Friday, the teacher’s 21-
year-old son, Larry Holcomb, was
charged with another burglary in
the Richton Park apartment build-
ing on the same night. He was not
charged with the break-in at
Washington’s apartment.
Winchester was abducted
March 16 as she left home for her
teaching job at Carver Military
Academy on Chicago’s South
Side.
She was bound and placed into
a car trunk until the following day,
when she was taken to Highland,
Deadly fire ‘unnecessary and tragic,’ fire commissioner says
Lottery revenues continue decline
CHICAGO (AP) — The Illinois
Lottery is spending more than $29
million on advertising to try to entice
people to buy its tickets, but fewer
people are playing and lottery rev-
enue is at a 17-year low, state offi-
cials say.
In fact, the state Bureau of
Budget estimates lottery revenue in
the fiscal year that ends June 30 will
fall below $500 million for the first
time since 1984, and is down 20 per-
cent from a decade ago.
Illinois isn’t alone in seeing
falling revenue from state lotteries.
Wisconsin revenues were off 5 per-
cent last year; Iowa’s were down 3
percent. Indiana’s lottery revenue
was down 14 percent last year, offi-
cials said.
“There absolutely is that sense
everywhere that the games are old
and stale,” said Patricia McQueen,
lottery editor at International
Gaming and Wagering Business.
“They can tweak it here and there,
but it’s still basically the same game.
... It’s not the most exciting thing in
the world.”
The Illinois Lottery was created
in 1974 as a way to boost revenues
for education, but state budget offi-
cials don’t appear to be concerned
about the recent declines.
“What’s driving total revenue
growth in the state today is going to
be growth in income and sales tax,”
Bureau of Budget Deputy Director
George Hovanec said. “That’s
where the money for education is
going to come from. It doesn’t real-
ly bother us that there aren’t large
increases coming out of the lottery.”
The lottery granted a $29 million
contract last year to the advertising
firm Ogilvy & Mather to try to
rekindle interest and attract new
players.
BUDA (AP) — Want to beat
high energy costs? Burn corn.
That’s what some area farmers
are doing, copying a practice dur-
ing the Great Depression when
corn often was the only afford-
able fuel supply.
While the cost of propane or
natural gas has reached record
highs this winter, the price of
corn is an economical $2 a
bushel.
Gary Ehnle of rural Buda paid
$500 for propane gas in
December and $350 in January to
heat his one-story, ranch-style
house.
In mid-February, he installed a
corn-burning furnace in his base-
ment. His estimated cost for one
month — $130.
“It’s doing a nice job of heat-
ing our 2,600-square foot home. I
have used 65 bushels of corn,”
said Ehnle, a farmer.
Ehnle pours 12 bushels of corn
into a bin next to the furnace. The
frequency of the fills depends on
the temperature and house size.
He stirs the burn pot once a
day and empties the ashes every
two days.
“Why didn’t I do this a couple
of years ago? Corn is a renewable
resource,” said Ehnle, who
expects to recover his purchase
cost in three years.
Dick Schertz, a rural Tiskilwa
farmer, has had a corn-burning
stove in his living room for six
years.
“I use an average of a bushel
of corn a day during the heating
season,” he said.
Schertz said corn beats wood
in the time it takes to start or stop
warming. “You can have heat in
10 minutes with corn. Wood
takes a half hour,” he said. “You
have to wait for wood to burn
out, but you can shut off the
corn.”
For 10 years, John Biagi of
Hennepin has had a corn-burning
stove in the basement of his
house.
“It throws out awesome heat.
It can heat the entire house,”
Biagi said.
He uses a fan to circulate the
75- to 80-degree heat in the base-
ment to the rest of the two-story
house.
Joe Michlig of rural Wyanet
installed a corn furnace in his
shop.
“I’m a firm believer in them. I
just love it,” Michlig said. “It has
saved me a lot of money.”
Farmers beat high costs  are beat by burning corn
CHICAGO (AP) — A man was
charged with child endangerment
after five young children died in the
kind of smoldering mattress fire that
firefighters see everyday, but that
rarely result in deaths, Fire
Commissioner James Joyce said
Monday.
But this time, no adults were
home and something large and
heavy, perhaps a refrigerator or cabi-
net, blocked the exit, Joyce said.
“It’s a really sad scene, and it’s
clearly a case of negligence,” he said.
Antoine Lee, 28, was charged
with five counts of child endanger-
ment for allegedly leaving his chil-
dren and stepchildren — ages 1 to 5
— alone in a second-floor apartment
on the city’s West Side.
Police said Lee told them he left
the children alone for five to six min-
utes while he went to the store for
cigarettes on Sunday night. The chil-
dren’s mother was at work at the
time, officials said.
Fire department spokesman
Kevin MacGregor said two mattress-
es on the living room floor could
have been smoldering for a half hour,
and Joyce said neighbors smelled
smoke for 10 to 15 minutes before
they reported the fire.
Joyce said that the children prob-
ably could have escaped if an adult
had been there.
“This is not much of a fire,” he
said. “The loss of life is just unneces-
sary and tragic.”
Family and friends of the victims
refused to talk to reporters on
Monday.
A handful of people braved chilly,
gusty weather to visit the scene on
Monday. Cleven Wardlow, 77, said
he has lived in the neighborhood for
50 years and occasionally attended
the church adjacent to the apartment.
The father of 10 said his heart
went out to the victims’ family.
“It’s always a heartbreaking thing
any time you lose your loved ones,”
Wardlow said.
Joyce said investigators were
charting burn patterns in the clut-
tered apartment to determine what
caused the fire. He said the fire con-
sumed the mattresses and a hard-
wood floor.
The Cook County Medical
Examiner’s office identified the chil-
dren as Patrick Lee, 1; LeShon
Anderson, 2; Domeinique Wyma, 4;
Tonia Anderson, also 4; and Demetri
Wyma, 5.
When firefighters arrived, three
of the children were dead; two oth-
ers were taken to area hospitals,
where they died a short time later,
Fire Department Commander Tim
Stokes said. Joyce said three were
found in the living room and two
others in an adjoining bedroom,
where they might have tried to seek
shelter.
Joyce said the children were not
badly burned and likely died of
smoke inhalation.
Lee remained in custody late
Monday.
It was a really sad scene, and
it’s clearly a case of negli-
gence.
James Joyce,
Chicago Fire Commissioner
“
”
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1 Large
Up to 5
Toppings
$10.99
424 W. Lincoln
348-8282
Large
1 Topping
Cheesesticks
2 Liter
$12.99
3 Large
1 Topping
$19.99
O L D E T O W N E  A P A R T M E N T S
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1, 2, & 3 BEDROOM UNITS
CALL 345-6533 For  A pp ointi ment
Conv i en i en t l y  L o ca te d
A c r o s s  F r o m  O l d  M a i n
Fully Furnished
Close To Entertainment!
Competitive Rates Involving Some Utilities
Every Tuesday...
Specials
Chicken Lunch
•2 pieces of chicken
•mashed potatoes & gravy
•coleslaw
•biscuit
3 Piece Dinner
•mashed potatoes & gravy
•coleslaw 
•2 bicuits
Russ & Lynda’s
Open Weekdays: 5am - 11am for breakfast
Weekends: 5am - 12am for breakfast
1305 Lincoln
345-6424
$2.55
(11 am-8 pm)
$2.90
TTuueessdaayy
$2.00 Keep The Cup
Budweiser/ Bud
Light
$1.00 Refills
For example, Weyhaupt said,
the bus will stop at Carman Hall
two times per hour rather than the
seven times per hour detailed
under the old contract.
The new contract also drops
the Panther Express route to
Mattoon, he said. 
Renae Weinberger, a freshman
elementary education major, said
that while she prefers the Panther
Express over walking to class, she
wishes there were still two shuttle
buses.
With two buses, “More (peo-
ple) can ride it, and it can come at
different times when people need
it,” she said. “It’s not as reliable as
before and it comes at a bad time,”
said Lisa Wenzel, a freshman psy-
chology major. 
Wenzel said that although most
classes begin on the hour, the
shuttle bus now comes at erratic
times under the new schedule.
“My class is at 9 a.m., but the
bus is here at 8:20,” she said. “I
used to take the bus all the time ...
but I walk to class now. It’s always
not on time,” said Gun Kim, a
junior sociology major. “I usually
leave for class 30 minutes early.”
Some did not even see a need
for the Panther Express now that
Spring is on the horizon.
“I think it’s nice enough that
we can walk to class,” said
Monica Strazzante, a sophomore
philosophy and sociology major.
“Why waste the fuel?”
Mixed
from Page 1
During Surles’ absence she
remained in contact with the inter-
im chair of the BOT, Nate
Anderson and members of the
President’s Council.
“Fortunately technology has
made it possible for me to main-
tain a close linkage to the univer-
sity,” Surles said at the time.  
Surles was hired as Eastern’s
president on March 1, 1999 with a
three-year rolling contract. Before
Surles’ position as Eastern’s presi-
dent, she served as president of
Texas Women’s University for
about five years. 
In her 26-year career in higher
education, Surles’ served in
administrative positions at
California State University
(Hayword), Jackson State
University in Mississippi,
University of Michigan in Flint
and University of Central Florida
in Orlando.
Surles
from Page 1
“That way you’d know what
your tuition was each and every
year,” O’Hara said. 
The CARPOOL program
would consist of student volun-
teers who, on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday nights, would drive
around and give students rides
homes from bars, parties and any-
where they might be at where they
are not comfortable, O’Hara said.
He said he would look for out-
side funding for the program, so
student fees do not rise.
He believes having co-curricu-
lar transcripts that include a list of
all activities students were
involved in instead of just stu-
dents’ grades is important because
then students would have an offi-
cial statement from the university
to show how well-rounded they
were.
As another way to get more stu-
dents involved in campus issues,
the Students’ First Party wants to
offer incentives for RSOs that send
members to forums, the RSO
Council and other events. 
He wants to get outside dona-
tions, if possible, to offer a prize to
the RSO that has gone to the most
events by the end of the year.
He wants to continue to mix the
students with Charleston residents.
“This year, we’ve made good
strives at doing that,” he said. 
Involving students in the plan-
ning and promotion of events such
as Oktoberfest and Diversity on
the Square should help get stu-
dents to participate more, he said.
O’Hara said his main priority
was to work on ending student
apathy. “(Student apathy) is such a
monstrous task,” he said. O’Hara
said no one thing could end stu-
dent apathy, but he hopes that all
of their goals combined would be
able to handle the task.
O’Hara said he should be stu-
dent body president because he
has the three main qualities a pres-
ident needs.
“I have the ideas, and I have the
experience,” O’Hara said. “I
believe a lot of what the president
does is react to things that come
up during the year, and I think I
can do that better than anyone
else.”
He said his party members also
are the best people for the jobs
because of their experience and
work ethic.
Student government elections
will be held April 17 and 18.
Candidates
from Page 1
MORRISON (AP) — A woman
who admitted leaving her new-
born to die in a remote area was
sentenced Monday to 17 years in
prison.
Whiteside County Circuit
Judge Dan Dunagan said Catalina
Mendoza, 21, of Sterling, had
failed to show remorse and come
forward between the time of the
child’s April 1999 death and Jan.
8, when she pleaded guilty to sec-
ond-degree murder.
In a plea agreement, prosecu-
tors dropped four counts of first-
degree murder.
During Monday’s more than
seven-hour hearing, Whiteside
Count State’s Attorney Gary
Spencer recommended a prison
sentence of no more than 17 years,
three shy of the maximum.
Defense attorney James Mertes
asked for probation for his client.
The child, named Baby April
Whiteside by the people who
raised money for her burial, was
found along the bank of the
Hennepin Canal near Rock Falls
on April 10, 1999.
Mendoza had been a suspect
almost from the beginning, but
DNA evidence identifying her as
the infant’s mother was not avail-
able until a year later. She was
arrested May 8, 2000.
Woman sentenced to 17
years for leaving baby to die
Delivery person wanted part time,
apply in person after 4 pm,
Pagliai’s Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_______________________3/27
Part-time and full-time openings
for emergency shelter. Send
resume to CADV, PO Box 731,
Charleston, 61920. No phone
calls please.
_______________________3/27
LANDSCAPE WORKERS:
Spring/Summer Job includes
shoveling, laying brick, stone, etc.
Starting pay $6.50 with opportuni-
ty for raises. References and valid
driver’s license required. For
application form, call Franklin
Landscaping at 345-2683.
_______________________3/27
$10/HR GUARANTEED. Work on
campus F/T or P/T for as little as
5-10 hrs/wk or as many as
40hrs/wk. Be your own boss.
Create your own schedule.
LImited positions. Call 1-800-808-
7742 x 80.
_______________________3/27
Mature individuals to be Peer
Helpers to incoming freshmen
and transfer students fall semes-
ter. Applications can be picked up
at 111 Blair Hall and are due
Friday, April 20.
_______________________3/28
Nanny Opportunities!  Earn
money while experiencing another
area of the country. Immediate
placement opportunities available
with competitive salaries for one
year commitment. Childcare
experience and enthusiasm a
must. Earn $250-500 per week,
plus room, board, and airfare.
Call goNANI at 1-800-937-NANI,
for additional information.
_______________________3/30
Brian’s Place Nightclub & Sports
bar needs part time waitress
$5.15 pr hr & security. 21st &
Broadway Mattoon 234-4151
_______________________3/30
SUMMER JOBS!  Still looking for
a summer job?  Camp Tecumseh
has openings for Cabin
Counselors, Equestrian staff and
Web/Photo Coord. We are a
Christian camp located near
Lafayette, IN. Season is 10
weeks. Salary $1900-$2100. Call
for application today!  Call 1-765-
564-2898 or e-mail
susan j@camptecumseh.org
(www.camptecumseh.org). It’s an
experiencee that lasts a lifetime!
3/30
FARM HELP NEEDED. EXPERI-
ENCE PREFERRED. LEAVE
MESSAGE ON MACHINE. CALL
348-8906.
________________________4/3
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888)923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
_______________________4/16
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_______________________5/01
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
EXTENSION, College of
Agriculture, Consumer and
Environmental Sciences
REGIONAL DIRECTOR,
University of Illinois Extension
The Regional Director is responsi-
ble for leadership and coordina-
tion in the planning, execution,
and evaluation of University of
Illinois Extension programs in
Southern Illinois, and for the
administrative management of all
personnel and field operations
within that administrative area.
The Regional Director, housed in
Mt. Vernon, Illinois, reports to the
Associate Dean  for Extension
and Outreach and works closely
with other members of the
Administrative Staff.
Required qualifications include an
earned doctorate degree in a field
related to the responsibilities of
the position and five years of pro-
fessional experience in a field
closely related to Extension edu-
cation. Candidates who can
demonstrate substantial progress
toward the completion of the doc-
torate degree will be considered.
Desired qualifications include five
years of Extension experience,
demonstrated ability to work
effectively with individuals and
groups in a leadership capacity,
and the ability to work effectively
with the Extension staff, volun-
teers, and members of county
governing bodies, as well as civic,
business, and professional orga-
nizations.
Salary in negotiable. To ensure
full consideration, application for
this full-time academic profession-
al position should be received by
February 2, 2001. The position
will be available as soon as possi-
ble after the closing date.
_________John C. van Es, Chair
___________Search Committee
__University of Illinois Extension
____________214 Mumford Hall
________1301 W. Gregory Drive
____________Urbana, IL 61801
_____Telephone: 217-333-9025
____________e-van1@uiuc.edu
Additional information on this is
posted at:
http://www.extension.uiuc.edu.
The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________01
MBA student needed for graduate
assistantship. Apply at 1802
Buzzzard
________________________01
GT “Outpost Trail” Mtn. Bike, 21
Speed, Cro/Moly frame, Shimano
“Altus” components, 2 bottle
cages, Bar ends, and Suspension
seat post. $200. Call 235-6169.
_______________________3/29
3 BR house near campus. W/D,
348-0712 after 5pm.
_______________________3/27
6 BR house near campus. 2
kitchens, W/D. 348-0712 after
5pm.
_______________________3/27
2 OR 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
SOUTHEAST OF SQUARE. OFF
STREET PARKING, CENTRAL
AIR, WOOD FLOORS, NEW WIN-
DOWS, APPLIANCES FUR-
NISHED. AVAILABLE FOR SUM-
MER AND/OR FALL SPRING.
348-0927.
_______________________3/28
1 Bedroom apartment. Lease
negotiable. 345-6967.
_______________________3/28
House near rec center. 5 or 6
bedrooms, W/D, A/C. Lease
negotiable. Reasonable. 345-
6967.
_______________________3/28
3 BR remodeled apt 1 block N of
Domino’s. January heat paid.
$250/person. 235-2785
_______________________3/28
2 BR house w/ new kitchen, new
bath and carpet for Fall. $250/per-
son. 235-2785
_______________________3/28
Girls only- 1 & 2 bedroom apart-
ments for rent. Across from
Buzzard. Call 345-2652.
_______________________3/29
4 Bedrooms - 1203 3rd St.
Stove/Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer
$1000.00 a month
5 Bedrooms - 225 Polk
2.5 Baths, Fireplace,
Stove/Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer
$1250.00 a month
3 Bedrooms - 1609 9th St
Stove/Refrigerator, Share water
bill  $720 a month
6 Bedrooms - 505 Harrison
2.5 Bathrooms, Stove/
Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer
$1350.00 a month
4 Bedrooms - 308 7th St.
Stove/Refrigerator, Washer/Dryer,
Partially furnished, share
water/trash, dishwasher, base-
ment  $1000.00 a month
7 Bedrooms - 815 Jackson
2 Kitchens, 2 Baths,
washer/dryer, stove/refrigator,
dishwasher  $1500 a month
1 Bedroom apartments 
Many styles, several locations,
water & trash paid  $300 to $425
a month
Call 345-5088 For Details!
_______________________3/30
HOUSING CHOICES ABOUND
for 2-5 persons. LIstss at 1512 A
Street. 345-4489, C21Wood, Jim
Wood.
_______________________3/30
Female students needed for very
unique 2-3 bedroom apts. Huge
bedrooms, large closets, sundeck,
off street parking, A/C, completely
funished. Trash and water includ-
ed in rent. Call 348-0819 leave
message.
_______________________3/30
AFFORDABLE 3 BR HOUSE
near campus. Reasonable utili-
ties. $600/mo.
345-4489, C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
broker.
_______________________3/30
WHATA DEAL! Modern, clean,
safe, economical 3BR apt for 3.
$420 month for 12 months or
$480 for 10 months. 345-4489,
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
_______________________3/30
Nice 3 Bdrm apts - 1528 3rd St.
3 Bdrm House - 1705 11th  St.
For Fall 2001
2 Bdrm apt. avail. summer only.
All close to campus  235-0405
_______________________3/30
2 bedroom unfurnished, very rea-
sonable 345-2416.
_______________________3/30
LARGE 4 BR APT. 202 1/2 6TH
CARPETED A/C NICE KITCHEN,
WASHER/DRYER,
GOOD PARKING. AVAILABLE
NOW OR FOR FALL SEMES-
TER. LEASE & DEPOSIT
REQUIRED. 345-7522 AFTER
5:30 CALL 345-9462.
_______________________3/30 
2,3,4, and 5 bedroom houses for
lease available Aug. 2001. Close
to campus. Call 346-3583. 24 hr.
maintenance.
_______________________3/30
WHATTA DEAL!  Modern, clean,
safe, economical 3 BR apt. for 3.
$420/month for 12 months or
$480/month for 10 months. 345-
4489, C21 Wood, Jim Wood, bro-
ker.
________________________4/2
AFFORDABLE 3 BR HOUSE
near campus. Reasonable utili-
ties. $600/mo. 345-4489, C21
Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________4/2
FOUR BEDROOM, TWO BATH
HOUSE- 319 MADISON. SUM-
MER- TWO BEDROOM APART-
MENT, $175 PER PERSON. 348-
5032.
________________________4/3
PRICE REDUCED Two EIU
juniors need two more students to
share very nice house 2 blocks
from campus. 9 month lease
$200/month. 3 month summer
lease available also. 348-3968
________________________4/3
805 Harrison. 5 bedrooms, 2 living
rooms, 2 kitchens, 3 1/2 bath,
$1100/month. Please call 773-
233-5871.
________________________4/3
For rent, Fall 2001- 5 big bedroom
house. 714 4th Street. Call 348-
1232 or 345-7993.
________________________4/2
FEMALE roommates, INTERS-
ESSION, SUMMER, FALL 2001
OR JAN 2002, “ALL” utilities
included, 2-TELEPHONE LINES,
w/d, dishwasher, CABLE,
microwave, A/C, COMPLETELY
furnished, cross the back yard
and you are ON CAMPUS, OFF
street parking CONNECTS to
CAMPUS. 1808 South 9th, 345-
3273.
________________________4/3
Classifiedadvertising
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY.   General meeting March 26
at 8pm in the Effingham rm.
THE COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION MEETING is
on March 27th at 6:30 p.m. in Coleman Hall-Room 117.
All majors are welcome!
EARTH.  Earth Club meeting tonight at 7:30 in Coleman,
room 121.
EIU PINK PANTHERS.  There will be an informational
meeting for tryouts on Tuesday, March 27 at 9:00 p.m. in
122 Lumpkin Hall.  This meeting is NOT mandatory.  For
more information, call Dr. Marlow (6381).
TRI-BETA BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY.  The Raptor Chapter
Show will be on Tuesday March 27 at 6:00-6:45 and 7:00 -
7:45 in the University Ballroom.  Come and see live demon-
strations of local birds of prey.
LAMBDA PI ETA  meeting Tuesday, March 27 at 5 pm at
116 Coleman Hall.
TRIO PROGRAM.  A Resume Writing Workshop will be
held on Tues., March 27 at 4-5 pm in the TRIO Computer
Lab—9th St. Hall.  Today!  All TRIO students welcome!
Bobbi Kingery of Career Services shares how to write an
effective resume to get the job you want!  Don’t miss this!
MOW. Meeting Tues. 3/27 at 6pm in the Paris Room.  This
week we have Vampire and Chez Geek.  Remember, guests
are always welcome and rules for the games are always
explained.  Come check us out!
WALT DISNEY WORLD ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.
Meeting Wed. 3/28/01 at 7:30 Upstairs of the Union by the
couches in the study area. Anyone interested in joining the
WDW Alumni Association is welcome to come.
CampusClips
For rent
U S S R R A M O S M A S S
T I N A A S I D E A M A T
I Z O D M A X I E N I N O
L E W I S G I S T O N T O
F O R K I N T H E R O A D
A L L I N V S E Q
Q U A D E E E U H A U L
U N K N O W N V A R I A B L E
A T E A M A R E M A N N
N O T R A J N A T
S P A N I S H F O R A N D
M A Z E A R O W M O O S E
O P U S G O R K I I N E Z
K A R T E N T E R S E A R
E W E S S E E Y A E D N A
ACROSS
1 Warsaw Pact
land
5 1990’s Philippine
leader Fidel
10 What “m” is in 
F = ma
14 Singer Turner
15 Off from the
center
16 Amo, amas, ___
17 Label on some
sportswear
18 1985 Glenn
Close film
19 Cuban boy
20 Track star Carl
22 Main point
23 What might fol-
low catch or
latch
24 Y
27 See 41-Down
29 Storekeeper’s
stock: Abbr.
30 Et ___ (footnote
abbr.)
31 Campus locale
33 Large shoe
specification
35 Self-mover’s
rental
40 Y
44 “Mission possi-
ble” group?
45 “___ you nuts?”
46 Jazzman Herbie
47 “___ likely!”
50 British rule in
colonial India
52 Rebel Turner
53 Y
59 Rat’s learning
place
60 Lined up
61 Maine forest
sight
64 Musical work
65 Russian writer
Maxim
67 Don Juan’s
mother
68 Go-___
69 “The door’s
open!”
70 Lightly burn
71 Farm mothers
72 “Ta-ta!”
73 Poet ___ St.
Vincent Millay
DOWN
1 Electricity or
water: Abbr.
2 42 Long, e.g.
3 Six-sided figure
4 Pilot’s communi-
cator
5 Dodge product
6 Without ques-
tioning or
debate
7 Add, as an
ingredient
8 Writers for old
literary columns
9 Boil
10 Large estate
11 ___ acid
12 December 
drop-in
13 Prepared to
sing the national
anthem
21 ___ Lanka
25 Was positive
26 Prefix with later-
al
27 Swimming pool
shade
28 Stage actor
Alfred
32 Focus of a
genome study
34 Early 60’s
singer Little ___
36 Order with eggs
37 Left
38 Armbone
39 Gave for a while
41 Prefix meaning
27-Across
42 Cursor mover
43 Derrière
48 Oil-rich Indians
49 Seat of power
51 Toast topper
53 Light up
54 Sweet fruit
55 Sky-blue
56 They may go
out on a limb
57 Strong suit
58 Clamor
62 Rapper Combs
63 Poet Pound
66 It may be
money in the
bank: Abbr.
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
Puzzle by Michael Shteyman
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22 23
24 25 26
27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39
40 41 42 43
44 45 46
47 48 49 50 51 52
53 54 55 56 57 58
59 60 61 62 63
64 65 66 67
68 69 70
71 72 73
Large 4 bedroom house. Now
available for Fall 2001. Good for 4
to 6 people. $225/person. 503
Harrison. 897-6266.
________________________4/4
3 bedroom house now available
for Fall 2001. 811 4th street.
$225/person. 897-6266.
________________________4/4
Nice 2 bedrroom apartment now
available for Fall 2001.
$575/month includes heat, water,
trash. 897-6266.
________________________4/4
Clean, all girls 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment, w/central air,
laundry, trash, and water inc.
$260 ea. North east of Morton
Park. Lease available in June or
Aug. Call 235-3373 or evenings
348-5427.
________________________4/5
Well kept 2 bedroom unit, excel-
lent location. $235/person- Call
345-0652. NOT PETS!  
________________________4/6
House for 5 females. 1532 St.
345-2564
________________________4/6
House for 3 females. $245 each.
345-2564
________________________4/6
NICE ONE AND TWO BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 1431 NINTH.
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 348-0209.
quinapts@advancenet.net
________________________4/6
LARGE HOUSE WITH BASE-
MENT, CLOSE TO CAMPUS. (4
OR MORE PEOPLE) CALL 349-
88244 LEAVE MESSAGE. AVAIL-
ABLE AUGUST 1.
________________________4/7
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT (FOR 3 OR MORE) FUR-
NISHED, LAUNDRY ROOM, OFF
STREET PARKING, CENTRAL
AIR. CALL 349-88824 LEAVE
MESSAGE AVAILABLE AUGUST
1
________________________4/7
Now Renting Apts and Houses for
Fall 2001. 1-4 bedrooms. 897-
6266.
_______________________4/17
DON’T BE LEFT OUT! Rent now
for Fall 2001, 3 bedroom, fur-
nished Apt. 345-5022. UNIQUE
HOMES PROP.
________________________01
1 Bedroom house, partially   fur-
nished. Available June 1.
$300/month. Security deposit and
lease. 345-4010.
________________________01
Affordable apts $300-$350 utilities
included. Charleston square.
Please call Dave 345-2171 9am-
11am.
________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 3488-
1479
________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets  345-7286
________________________01
STUDENT APARTMENTS, May &
Aug, ex cond, Furn & unfurn., 1,2
& 3 bedroom, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
STUDENT HOUSES, Fall 2001-
2,3,4, & 5 Bdrms, ex. cond., furn &
unfurn. Most with laundry  No
Pets, $250-$300 per person  345-
7286
________________________01
4 girls for student house one half
block from Old Main on 7th St.
348-8406
________________________01
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included. Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
________________________01
2 BR furn. units avail. 8/1 Stove,
refrig., DW, micro., on-site laundry
room, cent. AC, ONLY 3 LEFT.
1017 Woodlawn, Ph. 348-7746
________________________01
Duplex available NOW, 2 bed-
room., 2 bath, 1000 sq. ft., garage
w/opener, all appliances, patio.
Faculty or female upperclassmen
preferred. Phone: 348-7746
________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom fur-
nished  and unfurnished apart-
ments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
________________________01
2 BR. unf. apt. avail. NOW. Stove,
refrig., DW, W&D hookups, cent.
heat & AC, 605 W. Grant. PH.
348—7746.
________________________01
Summer mini storage units. 4x12
to 10x30. Reserve units now. PH.
348-7746.
________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COM-
PLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST
1. CALL 348-7746
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for
girls Excellent location, Laundry,
AC No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfur-
nished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No
pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
________________________01
Summer and Next School Year
Spacious Furnished apartments
from $325-360 (1 BR) $4220 (2
BR)  Ideal for couple. 745 6th
Street. Call 581-7729 or 345-
6127 or cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3  BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety
to choose from, 1 bedroom effi-
ciency, 2 bedroom apartments, or
3 bedroom houses. Call 345-
5088. Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
CAMPBELL APARTMENTS.
STUDIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH, ELECTRIC. 416
6TH ST. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001
and FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street.
Call 345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
SELECT YOUR APT NOW!
LEASING STUDIO APTS WITH 1,
2, 3 BEDROOMS FOR FALL.
GREAT PRICES. LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000
________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. One Bedroom
Apartments and 2 Bedroom
Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 346-
3161.
________________________01
CLOSE TO BUZZARD. A FEW
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS AVAILABLE. LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000.
________________________01
ENJOY  THE POOL IN SUMMER.
STAY WARM IN WINTER. LARGE
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS BY
THE POOL. WE PAY HEAT!  LIN-
COLNWOOD PINETREE. 345-
6000
________________________01
QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD
CLOSE TO CAMPUS UPPER-
CLASSMEN AND GRADUATE
STUDENTS. LARGE FUR-
NISHED APT. FOR 2, 10 OR 12
MONTH BEGINNING FALL
TERM. SOME UTILITIES
INCLUDED. $248-$320. 345-
7678.
________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
Campus. Call 348-0350.
________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM-
PUS!  Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
________________________01
1 and 3 bedroom apartments.
Lease and security required. 348-
8305.
__________________________
01
LARGE 3 BR APARTMENTS
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING,
FULLY FURNISHED. FURNISH-
INGS 3 YRS. OLD OR LESS,
EXTREMELY NICE. 3 BR
DUPLEX NEXT TO LANCE
FULLY FURNISHED. W/D
INCLUDED. RETILED/RECAR-
PETED 8 MONTHS AGO.
LARGE FENCED-IN BACK
YARD. CALL 348-0157 FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
________________________01
2 BR APTS. FULLY FURNISHED
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECARPETED/RETILED 8
MONTHS AGO. ONLY 3 UNITS
LEFT. A GREAT MID-CAMPUS
LOCATION. CALL 348-0157 FOR
MORE INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENT.
________________________01
3 bedroom furnished house avail-
able June 1st. Deposit & lease
$450/mo. Trash furnished. 345-
4010.
________________________01
3 to 4 sublessors needed. 9th &
Grant apartments for Fall 01
through Spring 02. LAST AVAIL-
ABLE!!  For more info call 348-
3858.
_______________________3/30
1 BD apt. available for sublease in
Park Place. Summer 2001. Very
cheap. Ask for Marty 348-6347.
_______________________3/30 
Female sublessors needed May -
July. 11th street house cheap rent.
2 bathroom washer/dryer 345-
3397
_______________________3/30
Roommate needed for May 10 -
Aug 10 $250/month 3345-0418.
Call for details.
________________________4/1
Pink Panther Tryouts Informational
Meeting Tuesday March 27 9:00
PM 122 Lumpkin Hall
_______________________3/27
SPRING HAS SPRUNG. THE
FLOWERS HAVE RIZ. “G” WHIZ.
JOEY’S DELIVER. FAST, FAST,
FAST... ALL DAY, EVERY DAY.
345-2466.
_______________________3/29
Thank you to all those who helped
make Delta Zeta’s lawn party and
Tee Off a great time. Special
thanks to Heidi Oettel, Sara
Easton, and Lauren Krzstofiak
from the Ladies of Delta Zeta.
_______________________3/27
Want to know where to take that
special someone this weekend?
Come to “Creative Dating” on
Wednesday, March 28 at 7pm in
the Grand Ballroom.
_______________________3/27
Mandy Bernard and Dawn
Weidner of Alpha Phi, great job
with Parent’s Weekend. We had a
blast!
_______________________3/27
LIGHTS! CAMERA! ACTION! GET
EXCITED - ALPHA PHI GREEK
SING!
_______________________3/27
Lambda Chi Alpha Shamrock
teams You guys did awesome and
were tons of fun! Congratulations
on 1st place! Love your coaches,
Devin, Brenda, and Stephanie.
_______________________3/27
ASTs - GET EXCITED FOR
GREEK WEEK!! GOOD LUCK TO
ALL!
_______________________3/27
Congrats to David Becker of Pi
Kappa Alpha on your engagement
to Morgan Smith of Zeta Tau Alpha
at ISU!  Cobble.
_______________________3/28
Graphic designer needed to design
HOMECOMING 2001 logo. For
more info call Shara at 348-1970
_______________________3/30
Web page designer needed for
HOMECOMING 2001 web site. For
more info call Shara at 348-1970
_______________________3/30
THURS. & SAT @ MOTHERS $1 U-
CALL BOTTLES & BAR DRINKS $5
FLAVORED VODKA PITCHERS
(STRAWBERRY, CITRUS, RAS-
BERRY, ORANGE) $1.75 22 OZ BIG
BOTTLES 50 CENT MILLER LITE
DRAFTS. TIRED OF THE OLD
THUMP, THUMP, THUMP TRY R
ALL REQUEST DJ BEEKER.
COME SEE KRUSH ON FRI NIGHT.
RIDE THE SHUTTLE. THIS IS
WHAT IT MEANS TO “PARTY
SMART”.
_________________________3/30
Classifiedadvertising
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For rent
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
For rent For rent For rent
Sublessors
Announcements
Personals
DOONESBURY GARY TRUDEAU
Sublessors Personals
Bears considering name change for Soldier Field
CHICAGO (AP) — A proposal to add a cor-
porate sponsor to historic Soldier Field as
part of a massive rehabilitation project has
outraged some veterans groups who say it
was named to honor members of the military
and shouldn’t be altered.
While the Chicago Bears, the stadium’s
main tenant, say the Soldier Field name will
remain, the team has reserved the right to add
a corporate name — for a hefty fee. The
result could be, for example, “Sears Stadium
at Soldier Field,” and a multi-million dollar
annual payout to the Bears.
But veterans want none of it.
“What they’re saying is the past is not
important. The future is important so long as
money can be raised,” Dana Elliot, comman-
der of the Rehfeldt Meyer American Legion
Post 474 in suburban Matteson, told the Daily
Southtown. “We’re absolutely being slight-
ed.”
The Bears have been playing at Soldier
Field since 1971, but the stadium opened in
1924. The name was meant as a memorial to
World War I soldiers. It has played host to the
famous 1927 Dempsey-Tunney fight, the
1926 Army-Navy football game, a 1944
wartime speech by President Roosevelt, the
annual College All-Star game, World Cup
soccer, music concerts and other events.
While the stadium has a dramatic lake-
front location, the Bears long complained
about their cramped quarters and the outdat-
ed facilities. They finally got their wish with
the announcement last fall of a $587 million
renovation that will add 17 acres of new lake-
front parkland and facilities to complement
three nearby museums.
The Bears will pay $200 million — $100
million of which comes in the form of an
NFL loan — and the remainder of the pro-
ject’s costs will be covered by bonds that
would be retired by the city hotel tax.
The Bears said Monday that no decision
had been made on a potential corporate spon-
sor. The team refused to comment on the vet-
erans’ complaints.
Similar fights have erupted in other cities,
most recently in Denver. The Broncos, disre-
garding the wishes of the mayor and many
fans to preserve the name simply as “Mile
High Stadium,” say their new home will be
“Invesco Field at Mile High.”
Invesco Funds Group, a financial services
company, will pay $120 million for 20 years
to have its name on the stadium.
Some Chicago-area veterans say they’ll
do whatever it takes to make sure that doesn’t
happen to Soldier Field. 
American Legion leaders say they plan to
start writing letters to newspapers, circulating
petitions and lobbying to block the name
change.
“That name is the most important thing in
the world. That’s why that stadium is there, to
honor the veterans,” said Rich Perna, com-
mander of West Lawn AMVETS Post 192 in
Chicago.
The teams says Soldier Field’s distinctive
colonnades will be retained and a 250-foot-
long granite water wall will be added outside
the stadium to honor veterans. The veterans,
however, were unimpressed.
“I’m a Bears fan, but if they do this I’m
never going back there,” said Elario Ganz of
Chicago, a World War II veteran. “Never.”
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Friends
&Co We got wings!Hot wings only 25¢ each
ask which import
bottle is $2.50
(dine-in only-with drink purchase)
EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing!
(regularly basket of 6 for $3.50)
KITCHEN IS OPEN!
monday - thursday 7pm-11pm  friday - saturday 5pm-11pm
JERRY’S
PIZZA 
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•
Corner of 4th and Lincoln 345-2844
Pizza                                    Spaghetti
Salad Bar                             Garlic Bread
$4.49 +tax
Children 10 and under eat for $2.19
5pm - 9pm
022FEST “Second Stage”
2 cd’s for $17.88
new releases sale!
TUPAC “Until the End of time”
2 cd’s $19.88
Pearl jam “Final leg of US tour”  
2 cd’s for $16.88
BuCKCHERRY “time Bomb”$13.88
GHETTO TWINZ “Got it on my”
$13.88
TRAIN “Drops of Jupiter” $13.88
BEN HARPER “Live from Mars” 
2 cd set  $19.88
Prices good all week!
This cat
says
Advertise!
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
The softball team finished in a
three-way tie for fifth place at the
Hawaii Invitational Sunday with an
2-4 overall record in three days of
play.
Eastern finished with a 7-3 win
over San Diego State Sunday by
putting together a five-run second
inning. The loss for San Diego State
placed them in a two-way tie for
second place with an overall 3-3
finish with the University of San
Diego.
Hawaii won the invitational with
a 5-1 record followed by second-
place Tokyo with a 4-2 record.
Eastern, Wright State and McNeese
State finished in fifth place with a
2-4 record.
In its final game at Hawaii, the
Panthers opened with five runs in
the second inning to jump ahead of
San Diego State, 5-1. 
While San Diego State retaliated
with two more runs in the top of the
third inning, Eastern answered with
two more runs in the bottom of the
third to hold on to the victory. 
Designated player Jen Green
went 2-for-3 with three RBI, two on
a home run in the third inning to
seal Eastern’s win. The Aztecs were
led by Kellie Nordhagen, who fin-
ished 2-for-3, outhit the Panthers 6-
5, but stranded five runners on base.
Eastern improved its record to 3-
13 heading into conference play
today against Eastern Kentucky.
Catcher Melissa Slama earned
Hawaii Invitational All-Tournament
Team honors, hitting .353 with
three doubles in the tournament. It
was a double by Slama in the start
of the second inning that sparked
Eastern’s five-run inning against
San Diego State Sunday.
On Saturday, Eastern lost a 3-1
ball game to the University of San
Diego. 
San Diego opened up the scor-
ing in the third inning with one run
on an RBI by Cristina Bryne.
Eastern answered in the fourth
inning with a double by Amy Barr,
who later scored Eastern’s first win
with an RBI by Carissa Friedewald.
San Diego continued its offen-
sive play with another run in the top
of the fifth and sixth innings to
claim a 3-1 win over Eastern.
Kristen Becker took the loss for the
Panthers with three runs off five
hits. 
Earlier in the tournament,
Eastern faced Tokyo where the
Panthers picked up a 2-0 loss to
open up the invitational on
Thursday.
“We had the opportunity to
score, but we didn’t get the clutch
hit and Tokyo did,” head coach
Lloydene Searle said following
Thursday’s competition.
The Panthers battled back later
in the day with a 1-0 win over
McNeese State. Eastern broke open
early with the lone run of the game
coming in the bottom of the first
inning. 
With McNeese pitcher Corrie
Hale walking Kristin Darnell,
Slama hit a double to earn the RBI
and win the game.
“We’ve been playing good solid
defense and we keep improving,”
Searle said. “We got the clutch hit
against McNeese.”
Becker picked up the win for the
Panthers on the mound, finishing
with three hits and no runs while
striking out two.
On Friday, Eastern fell in a 4-3
loss against Wright State, who
opened up the game with an early
run in the first inning and two more
in the fourth inning. 
The Panthers answered with two
runs in the bottom of the fourth, but
it wasn’t enough for the win.
Wright State sealed its victory with
a final run in the top of the seventh
inning for the 4-2 win.
The Panthers open conference
play today at Williams Field against
the Eastern Kentucky Colonels in a
double header at 5 p.m. 
Eastern Kentucky enters the
game with a 18-10 record, having
won three of their last four contests.
The Colonels finished second last
weekend in the Western Kentucky
Hilltopper Classic, losing to host
Western Kentucky 4-0.
Softball takes 5th at Hawaii Invitational
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer
Kristin Becker pitches against Illinois in the home opener earlier this season. The Panthers host Eastern Kentucky today.
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Top 40 Music
25¢ Drafts
$1.00 Pitchers
stusonline.com
BELL
Red Door Apartments
Lease by A pril 13, 2001
and receive a $100.00 
discount! 
1,2,3 Bdrm. A pts
Charleston, IL 61920
2 0 W.Buchanan St.
1/2 Block North
Of Lincoln
Call 345-1266
THIS IS Y O U R
L U C K Y DAY!
Pink Panther Tryouts
Informational Meeting
(This meeting is NOT mandatory)
Tuesday, March 27, 2001
9:00 p.m.
122 Lumpkin Hall (Roberson Auditorium)
Tryouts
Saturday, March 31, 2001
Rec Center Closed Gym
8:00 a.m. until finished
(Plan on spending the entire day!)
ADVERTISE!
Dates for no exit ar e as follows:
Monday March 27, 2001 thru 
Satur day March 31, 2001
at 7pm
Sunday April 1, 2001 at 2 pm
Limited Seating
For Ticket Infor mation Call 581-3110
University Theatr e
pr esents
JEAN-PAUL SARTRE’S
Track teams fight cold weather at SIU meet
By Kristin Rojek
Associate sports editor
Despite the cold temperature
the men’s and women’s track
teams opened up their outdoor sea-
sons this weekend at the Southern
Illinois University Invitational.
“We’ve had nicer weather dur-
ing some of our indoor meets than
we did for this first outdoor meet,
but I was pleased,” men’s head
coach Tom Akers said. “There
were good competitive efforts
despite the conditions. We broke
the ice, almost literally.”
The men’s team placed second
in the invite behind Indiana State,
but took home several top perfor-
mances individually.
Jarrod Macklin placed first in
both the 200-meter dash (21.21)
and the 400-meter dash (47.91).
“Jarrod Macklin ran real solid
and had a real good 200-meter
time,” Akers said. “He ran a good
400 and a good anchor leg in the
4x400-meter relay.”
Jon Bourque finished third in
the javelin with a throw of 193-
feet-11-inches.
“We’re still finding our way a
little bit, but things tend to get
spread out and become more indi-
vidual,” Akers said. “It’s going to
be a little while to come together.
“It was a good opener, but
there’s still a long way to go. It’s
an indication on the things we
need to work on. We’re still adjust-
ing to the weather conditions and
there’s a lot more mental prepara-
tion because now we have the
weather.”
The men’s team will take this
weekend off to work on individual
improvements.
“We’re still making some tac-
tile errors that we need to correct,”
Akers said. “We need to get back
after the strength building.
The women’s team finished
third behind Central Michigan and
Indiana State while Southern
Illinois finished fourth.
“We did a fairly good job, but
we could have competed better,”
women’s head coach John Craft
said. “The cold of 50 degrees with
the wind made the conditions cold
and some of the jumping events
had to go into the wind and the
performances were not as good as
they could have been.”
Marissa Bushue placed first in
the triple jump with a distance of
37-feet-4-inches and placed sec-
ond in the long jump at 18-feet-8-
inches.
“Marissa did a good job in the
triple jump and the long jump and
had a real good day,” Craft said.
“Beth Martin also made her debut
in the steeplechase and it was a
nice ice breaker for her.”
Martin finished second in the
steeplechase with a time of
11:46.82 and Tiffany Greenley
continued to have success in the
hammer throw.
“We’re going to Purdue this
weekend and it’s going to become
tough competition,” Craft said.
“We need to continue to improve
each meet because the conference
meet is going to be tough. We
have a nice spring board coming
off of spring break and we need to
maintain that and continue to
build.”
File Photo
A member of Eastern’s women’s track team competes in the long jump.
game. 
When Walton wasn’t plugging
the Oscars, he was either lauding
Arizona or condemning Illinois
coach Bill Self’s frequent substi-
tutions.
I have always wondered why
they let Walton announce at all,
but to let him announce a game
featuring his own son, Luke, of
Arizona, is ridiculous. I have
always considered Bill Walton to
be the human equivalent of
Bullwinkle.
Speaking of cartoon charac-
ters, we’ll be seeing Eugene
Edgerson, who looks like an extra
from the old-school “Shaft”
movie, at least one more time
when Arizona plays Michigan
State.
There’s one final reason I pick
Arizona to go all the way, Bobbi
Olson. 
Coach Lute Olson’s wife was
second to none in her support of
the Wildcats. She died earlier in
the year of ovarian cancer. 
I can’t help thinking she helped
blow a few of those whistles
against the Illini. 
Time will tell. And then there
were four.
Guinane
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“It’s just great to be able to be a
part of this,” he said. “It’s another
chance for people to look at me and
I’m really excited about playing with
guys from other schools.”
The NABC had not officially
released the 12-man roster Monday,
but Hill said he knew Iowa’s Dean
Oliver, Oklahoma’s Nolan Johnson
and Dayton’s Tony Stanley would be
among the guards he would be play-
ing with. Not only is Hill excited to
play with the NCAA’s best players,
but to play against the Globetrotters.
“They’re all ex-college players
and those guys can all play ball,” Hill
said of the Globetrotters whose 100-
plus game win streak was snapped by
Michigan State’s two-point win this
fall. “This isn’t just some fun game,
though, these guys are going to come
out to win.”
Hill, who averaged a single-sea-
son school record 23.9 points per
game, is also excited about the possi-
bility of playing against Globetrotter
legend Curley Johnson, who he met
in his high school playing days at
Argo High School.
“Curly came to our high school
and worked with us on with ball han-
dling and some things,” he said. “My
dad has run into him a few times and
talked to him, and he still remembers
me. I’ll probably have to guard him.”
While Friday’s game is sure to be
fun, Hill wants to be sure he plays
well and continues to perform well
for NBA scouts that will likely be
watching him closely.
“I played with the team (Monday)
and ran wtih Henry and we also made
100 shots,” he said. “I want to be very
impressive and be at my best when-
ever I play and this could help my
future. This could be a big part of
what helps me in the future.
“I don’t want to lose what I have
and I want to show everyone that
even though I’m from Eastern
Illinois, I can still play.”
While there will be the added
pressure of playing on national televi-
sion in front of pro scouts, Hill is
going to try to do what he did every
game he played this season in an
Eastern uniform – have fun.
“I’m going to enjoy it and it’s
going to be a great experience,” he
said. “I’m going to bring a camcorder
and everything because I want to
remember the whole experience.
“It’s great to be able to say that I
played in a college all-star game and
this is a pretty big one,” Hill said.
“I’m going to enjoy going out, play-
ing and having fun.”
Hill
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By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
Eastern will try and continue two streaks when it trav-
els to Normal to take on Illinois State today. One of the
streaks is their own two-game winning streak, and the
other is the Redbirds five game losing streak.
Illinois State, which is 7-11 overall and 0-4 in the
Missouri Valley Conference, is coming off a weekend
where conference rival Wichita State swept them. 
“Nobody is happy about last weekends performance,”
Illinois State head coach Jeff Stewart said. “But we just
have to put it behind us and keep playing. The main
thing is to try and come back from those games with a
positive.”
While many teams take their middle of the week
games lightly, Stewart sees his team’s game with Eastern
as a chance to build confidence for all of his players.
“I think every time you play you need to build on the
confidence for the players who play on a regular basis,
and for those who don’t,” Stewart said.
One thing that Stewart said his team would need to do
is not have the mental lapses that his team had this past
weekend against Wichita State
“We can’t make the mental mistakes that we made
last weekend against a team like Eastern,” Stewart said.
“Jim (Schmitz) does a good job with his team, we are
going to have play every inning tough if we want to win
a ball game.”
One of the strengths that Stewart has been able to
hang his hat on this season has been the play of his
offense. 
With three players hitting over .345, the Redbirds
have had no problems putting runs on the board.
Leading the charge for Illinois State this season have
been outfielder Jared Dufault, who is hitting .368 with
two homeruns and 13 RBI, and junior Ryan Cantrell,
who also has two homeruns and is hitting just three
points behind Dufault at .365.
“We’ve had guys like Jared Dufault and Ryan
Cantrell who are both swinging the bat very well for us,
and are helping to give us a chance to win some games,”
Stewart said.
Although the Redbirds have been able to hit the ball
consistently, their pitching has been another story as they
have a team ERA of 5.91 with opponents hitting .293
against them.
But they have had one pitcher who has been very
good this season in lefty Neal Cotts. The junior is 2-1
with a 2.45 ERA and has 34 strikeouts in 22 innings. 
“Neal is a lefty and I think that gives him an advan-
tage,” Stewart said.
“But the best thing about Neal is that he is a real bull-
dog of a competitor.”
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Extending the Redbirds losing ways
File photo
Panther first baseman and designated hitter Brian Nickell prepares to swing in a game last sea-
son. Eastern travels to Bloomington today to take on Illinois State.
Panther baseball team hopes to hand Illinois State its 6th straight loss
Patrick Guinane
Staff writer
e-mail: cupjg@pen.eiu.edu
4th and 20
In roundabout
way, Final Four
runs through
Charleston
On a night when“Gladiator” reigned,the Fighting Illini fellin battle.
The film “Gladiator” brought
home five academy awards,
including the coveted best picture
award. Illinois was not so victori-
ous, falling to Arizona 87-81.
Arizona advances and in a
roundabout way, the road to the
Final Four went through
Charleston.
On Sunday, Illinois was
reduced to the “Fouling Illini,” as
six front-court players fouled out.
I, among many others, thought
Eastern was overmatched inside
against Arizona, but Illinois was
supposed to have enough depth to
pull out a victory against the
Wildcats.
This is why I’m going to make
a prediction that will undoubtedly
be unpopular in Charleston. The
Arizona Wildcats will defeat the
Duke Blue Devils for the NCAA
Championship.
On Sunday the Illini were bru-
tal, especially the big men.  Brian
Cook, Marcus Griffin, Sergio
McClain, Lucas Johnson and
Damir Krupalija all fouled out.
Together they combined for more
fouls, 25, than points, 22, or
rebounds, 15.
Although he also fouled out,
Robert “Maximus” Archibald was
the only bright spot among the big
men.  Archibald posted a career-
high 25 points on 6 of 7 shooting,
not to mention hitting 13 of his 15
free throws.
Marcus Griffin turned in the
most dismal performance among
the Illinois forwards. Griffin had
three points all weekend to go
along with ten fouls. He fouled out
both games and only contributed
one point Sunday. Griffin also had
twice as many turnovers, six, as
points, three, during the two-game
stretch.
Frank Williams, the Big Ten
player of the year, came nowhere
near his 30-point performance
against Kansas. Watching
Williams shoot, I would advise
him to seek employment as a
bricklayer. He shot 3 of 15 from
the field, including 1 for 6 from
three-point land. Williams also
failed in his point guard duties,
showing all the decision-making
ability of a kid in a candy store.
I feel sorry for anyone who lis-
tened to Bill Walton blubber all
game, as he tried to inject plot
lines from “Gladiator” into the
See GUINANE Page 2
Hill named to All-Star squad
Bill Ruthhart/staff photographer
Senior guard Kyle Hill was named as one of the top 12
seniors in the country not playing in the Final Four.
Senior guard selected to compete on NABC team
against Harlem Globetrotters at NCAA Final Four
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor
Kyle Hill’s playing days at Eastern Illinois
may be over, but the senior guard isn’t done play-
ing in the college basketball spotlight.
Hill, the nation’s No. 2 scorer, will compete in
the National Basketball Coaches Association
Roundball Challenge on Friday at the Final Four
in Minneapolis. Hill is one of 12 players named
to a college basketball All-Star team that will take
on the Harlem Globetrotters in a game that will be
aired on the Fox Sports Network.
“I just feel blessed,” Hill said of being named
to the team. “It’s another big thing popping up for
me and every little thing helps. It will be a great
experience for me.”
“This is a great honor for Kyle to be chosen
one of the top 12 seniors,” Eastern head coach
Rick Samuels said. “Because of his performance
in the OVC and NCAA tournaments, he has
received national recognition.
“This is a great opportunity for him to match
his skills with other top seniors against a
Globetrotter team that is emphasizing serious
competition,” he said. 
The team was selected by a coaches’commit-
tee chaired by Oklahoma head coach Kelvin
Sampson and DePaul head coach Pat Kennedy.
The NABC says the team is formed of “the top 12
seniors in the nation not participating in the Final
Four.”
For Hill, Eastern’s No. 2 all-time leading scor-
er, that’s one of the greatest honors he could ever
be given.
I just feel blessed. It’s
another big thing
popping up for me
... It will be a great
experience for me.
Kyle Hill, 
senior guard
“
”
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